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The Dragons & Damsels of Culag Woods
Both Culag Woods and Little Assynt are fantastic places to spot
dragonflies and damselflies. The warm, sunny weather at the end
of May was perfect for them. These amazing insects are voracious
hunters and some species even feast on tadpoles and small fish
during the early part of their life cycle underwater. In the spring
and summer months they can be seen, taking to the wing, chasing
down midges and other flying insects. You can see why they are
known as dragons!
There are several species that can be found in amongst the bog pools
in the woodlands. Over the winter the Assynt Field Club & CCWT have
been creating a very special feature to help visitors to the woodland
get to grips with the different kinds of dragonflies that can be found.
The larger than life size versions were created with careful attention
to detail to show off the variety of colours and markings different
species have developed. Dragonflies are an ancient order of insects,
dating back to at least 250 million years ago. There are records of
even older insects with nearly a 1 metre wingspan, dated over 300
million years ago. These giants have inspired the creation of the
artworks that will soon be calling Culag Woods home.

Then & now—Project Officer tales
Looking back through previous newsletters I found an article from Spring 2010 that made me realise that I have been with
the Trust for 10 years! I can’t quite believe that amount of time has passed so quickly. When I first joined, CCWT was
about ¾ of the way through its largest funded project at Little Assynt, The Little Assynt Access Improvement and Training
Project. At that time we were working towards the completion of the Loop
Path and achievement of qualifications. It was an incredibly busy time and a
steep learning curve for me as this was my first experience of working for a
community organisation. The project was finished in the Spring of 2011 with
an opening ceremony in May and I was extremely proud to be involved with
organising and helping to run the day; if I remember correctly we had over
100 attendees at Little Assynt with various activities for all, culminating in a
big barbecue and party.
Fast forward to this year (and the present that no one had planned for) finds CCWT in a smaller but solid position. After
delivering such a large capital project at Little Assynt, the following years saw smaller scale projects that matched the
financial climate of the times, such as the Dragonfly Boardwalk project, the Quinag Lochs Project, Pilot Outdoor Learning
Project, Lichen Project, the Path Maintenance Project, oh and celebrating CCWT’s 20th anniversary too! There have also
been the establishment of links with new partners and forging of stronger bonds with local organisations creating new
projects and leading to other sources of funding. Although there are worries for the future in all areas of life just now,
the Directors and myself continue to work together to find a way through....my next challenge, do we try and have our
AGM on Zoom? (have you seen my internet speed!)
Fiona Saywell.
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A spring walk on Little Assynt
The moorland landscape was still looking a bit brown when we walked the All Abilities and Loop Paths on 13th May.
However there were touches of colour and texture. Lousewort was brightening the path margins with tight clusters
of reddish stems and pink flowers and clumps of hare’s-tail cottongrass were displaying their single fluffy white
seed heads. In wetter areas orange male catkins were clustered on shrubby plants of bog myrtle.

Blue and orange Drinker moth caterpillars were making their way across the paths to safe spots in which to pupate
and in close-up their heads bore some resemblance to those of walruses.

In the birch woodland above Loch na h-Innse Fraoich common dog violets were still going strong although they
have been out for a month, and the bluebells were just beginning to emerge, with the first white flowers of greater
stitchwort for contrast. A few plants of one of Little Assynt’s rarities, chickweed wintergreen, were seen in bud;
their star-like flowers will appear shortly.

At the junction of the Link and Loop Paths, where we turned around, low branches on some of the planted Scots
pines were displaying the spectacular candles of male flowers. And, when we raised our eyes from the path sides,
there was always one of the glories of Little Assynt, the backdrop of the hills, with Quinag glowering near at hand
and late snow on distant Conival.
Ian Evans and Gwen Richards.
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